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'· ABSTRACT 
In this study the Multiva·riate Rotation Method of 
Quantitative Grain Shape Analysis (Parks, 1981; 1982; 1983a) is 
used to compare the shapes of sand grains from different 
environments in a small geographic area. Sediment samples from 
mountain streams, till~, lake beaches, and rivers in Jackson 
Hole, Wyoming are analyzed in an attempt to find relationships 
between grain shape characteristics and source areas or 
depositional histories. 
Shape data wer.e obtained from 150-200 quartz particles from 
a narrow size range (2.0-2.5 phi) at each sample location. The 
shape data were processed to obtain mean estimated factor scores 
for each of si:x p··oss-ible factors. These values were plotted on a 
diagram to obt~tin a s:h.ape "profile" for each sample location. 
Results of comparisons of these shape profiles include: 
,(I) Hydrod'ynamic shape sorting seems to p-lay a role in 
producing local variations in shape· t·hat mask some 
expected relationships. 
(2) Tills contain a wide variety of shape types. 
(3) Beach sands from around a single lake are quite similar 
while between lake comparisons show·less similarity. 
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(4) Comparison ~f adjac~nt beach and morainal ·sands, from 
which the beach material was probably derived, shows 
differing degrees of similarity, perhaps due to the 
(5) 
I 
amount of time that beach/wave processes have acted on 
the glacial sediments., 
I II 
I Snake River sands exhibit a wide variety of shape 
types, comparable in individual cases with,. specific 
beach and till samples, which in some cases imply 
derivation from the same parent till types. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The surficial sediments deposited in Jackson Hole, Wyoming 
are products of multiple provenances and transport histories. 
These sediments have been derived from.three main source areas 
I 
(Figure 1); in the west from the Teton Mountain ~an~e 
(Precambrian gneisses and schists), in the north from the 
Yellowstone Plateau (inter-layered sedimentary and volcanic 
rocks) and in the east and south from the Pinyon Peak Highlands, 
Mount Leidy Highlands and Gros Ventre Range (Paleozo~c, Mesozoic, 
and Cenozoic sediments with some volcanics). The main mechanisms 
of sediment transport have been glacial and fluvial. The last 
major glaciation sent ice lobes down from the Teton Mountains and 
gouged depressions in the floor of Jackson Hole leaving several 
lakes encircled by moraines which serve as natural dams. The 
major drainage system serving Jackson Hole is the Snake River 
which begins at Jackson Lake and winds southward through the 
valley joined by tributaries whose sources are in the bordering 
mountain ranges. 
A major objective of sedimentologists has been to deduce 
source areas and depositional histories of sediments from an 
examination of sediment properties. Jackson Hole, with its 
influx of diverse sediments, makes an ideal location for this 
type of an- investigation. 
3 
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YELLOWSTONE 
PLATEAU 
WYOMING 
Figure 1. Jackson Hole Area (from Knight, 1956) 
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The most comm9n methods utilized in tracing sediment 
histories have been to identify diagnostic accessory minerals and 
sedimentary structures or to use grain size analysis. These 
methods, however, often are ambiguous because of an absence of 
·sedimentary structures, because size data is not specific, 
because there is little compositional contrast between sediment 
sources or because diagnostic minerals have been removed by 
weathering processes. One method of tracing sediment histories 
that has not been applied often is the comparison of the shapes 
of mineral grains that are common to most sedimentary 
environments (usually quartz). Although the shape of elastic 
particles is an important property of sediments that may be 
related to transport history, quantitative measurements of the 
shape of grains have been difficult to obtain and thus 
differences in shape between sand grain populations have not been 
readily recognized (Schwarcz and Shane, 1973). 
The purpose of this study is to compare the shapes of grains 
from a variety of depositional environments (mountain stream, 
till deposits, lake beaches, and rivers) in a small geographic 
area (Jackson Hole, Wyoming), in an attempt to find relationships 
between grain shape characteristics and source areas or 
depositional histories. 
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I ' BACKGROUND 
The concept of shape measurement is not new to 
sedimentologists. Wentworth (1919), Theil (1940) and Krumbein 
(1941) studied the effects of sediment transport on grain shape. 
Maccarthy (1933) observed and measured the change in the shape of 
sand grains transported along a beach. Krumbein (1942) studied 
the effects of particle shape on settling velocities and movement 
in flumes. These workers and others developed several methods of 
particle shape analysis. 
The most common methods of grain shape analysis have 
utilized the concepts of "sphericity" (gross shape) and 
"roundness" or "a11gularity" (relatively small-scale directional 
changes in the grain's surface) (Ehrlich and Weinberg, 1970). 
The most generally accepted definition of sphericity is that of 
Wadell (1935); whereby sphericity is defined as the degree to 
which the shape of a particle approaches a sphere. For a 
two-dimensional projection of a grain, sphericity is the ratio of 
the dia~eter of a circle with the same area as the projection to 
the diameter of the smallest circumscribing circle (Schwarcz and 
Shane, 1969). The most common method of utilizing the concept of 
roundness has been to characterize sediment shapes by visual 
comparisons of grains with standard images. Powers (1953) for 
example, describes a series of roundness classes that utilize 
6 
descriptive names ranging from angular to well-rounded. Numbers 
are assigned to each class so that the data can be treated 
statistically. 
Another approach to grain shape measurement has been to use 
I {t 
the concept of axial ratios (Bokman, 1952; Griffiths and 
Rosenfeld·, 1953; Griffiths, 1967). The long and short axes of 
the two-dimensional projection shape of a grain are measured, and 
their ratio is calculated to obtain a numerical value that can·be 
treated statistically. These shape measuring techniques, 
although shown to be somewhat useful, have been found to be both 
time-consuming and inaccurate as measurements are either highly 
subjective and rarely reproducible or do not uniquely define 
enough of the shape characteristics to reveal significant trends 
(Tilmann, 1973; Parks, 1981). 
As a result of the difficulty in obtaining objective, 
quantitative shape data, the potential of sediment shape analysis 
has not been realized. However, recent developments in 
computerized methods of image processing and analysis have made 
possible the recording in numerical form the shapes 
particles in a relatively short period of time~;ind 
of many 
the 
transformation of this large amount of data into more meaningful 
., 
form. 
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PREVIOU.S WORK 
Modern grain shape analysis was initiated primarily through 
the efforts of Schwarcz and Shane (1969) and Ehrlich and Weinberg 
(1970). These workers utilize Fourier Analysis as a means of 
measuring and describing particle shape. This method 
quantitatively describes the two-dimensional projection shape of 
a grain by an expansion of the periphery radius as a function of 
the angle about the grain's center of gravity by the Fourier 
Series: 
where e is the polar angle measured from an arbitrary reference 
line, R is equivalent to the average radius of the grain in the 
0 
plane of interest, R is the harmonic amplitude, and 0 is the 
n n 
phase angle (Ehrlich and Weinberg, 1970). Each harmonic 
amplitude represents a variable or shape characteristic used to 
define the grain's shape. The first harmonic is an offset 
circle, the second a figure eight, the third a trefoil, and the 
nth harmonic is a figure with n "bumps" (Ehrlich and Weinberg, 
1970). The lower order harmonics (1-10) are a measure of the 
gross shape characteristics of a grain, and the higher harmonics 
8 
• 
(11-20) describe finer-scale shape characteristics" of a grain 
(Mrakovitch, et al., 1976). 
Data generated by the Fourier method of grain shape analysis 
are graphically presented by plotting the harmonic amplitude 
against the harmonic number (cumulative frequency distribution) 
or the frequency of occurrence of a harmonic against its harmonic 
amplitude (shape frequency distribution). A series of shape 
frequency distributions, one for each harmonic, represents each 
sample. For a detailed discussion on the methods used to 
interpret Fourier Analysis generated shape data see Ehrlich, et 
al. (1980). 
The Fourier method of grain shape analysis has been 
successfully applied towards a variety of sedimentological 
problems. It has been shown to be useful in the identification 
of sediment sources (Yarus, et al., 1976; Van Nieuwenhuise, et 
al., 1978; Porter, et al., 1979; Hudson and Ehrlich, 1980; Vander 
Zouwen, et al., 1981), to study sedimentation patterns on the 
continental shelf (Yarus, 1978; Brown, et al., 1980; Ehrlich and 
Chin, 1980; Riester, et al., 1982), as a natural tracer for 
following sediment movement (Ehrlich, et al., 1974; Kennedy and 
Ehrlich, 1982) and as a tool in stratigraphic analysis and 
correlation (Mrakovitch, et al., 1976; Grothaus and Hage, 1978; 
Mazzullo and Ehrlich, 1980). 
9 
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Although the effectiveness of the Fourier Analysis method of 
grain shape analysis has been demonstrated, there are some 
limitations. For example, the harmonic amplitude values are not 
statistically independent, that is, singular features can be 
produced by amplitudes of more than one harmonic (Ehrlich, et 
al., 1980). Also, phase angle information is not utilized making 
the Fourier representation potentially less useful (Clark, 1981). 
As phase angles are not rotation-invariant, their use in a shape 
descriptor formula becomes difficult, requiring the use of 
complex numbers that greatly inhibits further data manipulation. 
I 
An alternative approach to grain shape analysis has been 
devised which utilizes a computerized technique termed the 
Multivariate Rotation Method of grain shape analysis (Parks, 
1981; 1982; 1983a; Collins, 1983). This method calculates 36 
equiangular radials from the center of mass to the edge of the 
digitized two-dimensional outline for each grain. Each grain 
(radial set) is then rotated to a "standard" orientation for 
comparison. A multivariate statistical analysis of these radial 
lengths is then used to classify the various grain shapes. 
10 
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METHODS 
Sample Collection and Preparation 
;, 
Grab samples of sediment were collected from moraines, 
lakes, streams, and rivers in Jackson Hole (Figure 2). Each sand 
sample was treated with a peptizer (sodium metaphosphate) to 
disperse any clay aggregates. The samples were then wet-sieved 
through a 6.25 micron (4 phi) sieve, dried, and a size analysis 
was performed at 0.5 phi intervals from -1.0 to 4.0 phi sizes. 
The size analysis facilitated the selection of a size range that 
is present in sufficient quantity at all sample sites and narrow 
enough so that size-shape interactions which could bias results 
would be kept to a minimum. The 2.0-2.5 phi size interval (fine 
sand) was selected for shape analysis. 
The fine sand sub-samples were poured through a magnetic 
separator to concentrate the quartz and feldspar fraction. The 
quartz and feldspar fraction was then treated with a dilute 
solution of hy.drochloric acid to remove iron oxide coatings and 
to dissolve any carbonate minerals. The grains were then etched 
in a 25 percent solution of hydrofluoric acid for approximately 1 
minute and 45 seconds to facilitate the distinction between 
quartz and feldspar grains. Shultz (1980) demonstrated that the 
shapes of quartz grains were not significantly altered by 
11 
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hydrofluoric acid when used at proper time and concentration 
values. The grains were then mounted on glass slides using a 
·mounting -medium (Wards CR-1) with a refractive index of 1.535. 
This process caused the etched feldspar grains to appear almost 
opaque while the quartz grains (index 1.54) appeared almost 
translucent. The grains were allowed to settle in the mounting 
medium for approximately one hour so that the grains could settle 
to a stable position before the slides were placed in an oven to 
harden. Chi-square tests, however, have demonstrated that grain 
orientation is not critical, as shape information carried by 
grains in the plane of maximum projection (perpendicular to the 
slide) does not significantly differ from the shape information 
carried by those grains in radically different orientations 
(Tilman, 1973). 
Data Collection 
The two-dimensional outlines of the quartz grain projection . 
shapes were compiled for each sample by placing the prepared 
slides on a microprojector and projecting the grain images onto a 
Houston Hipad II Digitizing Tablet. Two hundred-twenty quartz 
grains from each fine sand sample were digitized by manually 
tracing the outlines of each projected image with a stylus. The 
position of the stylus was automatically sampled at 25 
13 
. . 
millisecond intervals, resulting in 100 to 200 digital points per 
...... 
grain outline. The digitizing tablet was interfaced with an IMS 
5000 microcomputer by FORTRAN programs and the coordinate points 
were stored on floppy disks. 
-
Data Processing 
The coordinate point data sets were processed using a series 
of FORTRAN programs by Parks (in preparation). The first FORTRAN 
program checked for a minimum of 100 coordinate points collected 
for each quartz grain and that the coordinate points defined a 
closed outline. The center of mass of each outline was then 
calculated using an algorithm by Hall (1976). Radial lengths 
were calculated from the center of mass to every third pair of 
coordinate points on the outline. The radial sets were reduced 
to 36 radial lengths at 10 degree intervals by a third order 
least-squares interpolation. The 36 radial length sets were then 
written to a file. 
The second FORTRAN program was developed to rotate the 
. 
grains (radial sets) to a "standard" position. It is necessary 
to rotate grains to similar positions so that more meaningful 
comparisons can be made between grains or groups of grains 
(Parks, 1981; 1983b). The subsequent use of factor analysis to 
reduce the data requires that the grain outlines be rotated to a 
14 
position.in which they can be compared directly with each other, 
as factor analysis is not rotation-invariant in the sense that 
Fourier analysis is. This procedure utilizes a shape 
registration technique that calculates shape specific points 
which can be used to rotate grains to comparable positions, 
yielding reasonable results even for "noisy" images (Mitiche and 
Aggarwal, 1983). Registration of each grain shape is done by 
computing the center of mass, the centroid (unweighted radius 
mean point) and the radius weighted mean point of each grain. 
These shape specific points are rotation, translation, and scale 
invariant and provide a good starting point for comparisons 
(Mitiche and Aggerwal, 1983). Once the shape specific points 
were calculated, each grain (radial set) was rotated about its 
center of mass and/or flipped over so that a line connecting the 
center of mass(+) and the radius weighted mean point (R) became 
vertical with the radius weighted mean point (R) below the center 
of mass (+), and the centroid (C) to the left of the vertical 
line (Figure 3). After rotation, the radial sets were normalized 
with respect to a unit circle to remove size-shape effects that 
might bias shape comparisons. 
After the x-y coordinate data were reduced to a set of 36 
radial lengths rotated to a comparable position, the radial 
15 
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lengths were used as variables in a subs·equent R-mode Factor 
. Analysis. 
Factor Analysis 
R-mode Factor Analysis is a multiv~riate method of data 
analysis used to analyze inter-relationships or correlations 
within a set of variables on a large number of objects. It 
mathematically constructs a few hypothetical variables, called 
factors, that contain the essential information of a larger set 
of observed variables: this results in a smaller number of 
.. · .. 
:f:·~.c.t.or.s that account for most of the information contained in the 
larger set of original observations (Joreskog, et al., 1976). In 
methods of grain shape analysis which utilize 36 (or more) radial 
lengths (variables) to describe a grain's shape, factor analysis 
appears to have much potential in reducing the 36 variables into 
a smaller number· :of £.·actors which can be more easily compared. 
The first step in R-mode factor analysis .i.~ to standardize 
the data set. In this case the data set is an n x m matrix of n 
grains x 36 variables. Standardizing the data set, [X], causes 
all the variables to be weighted equally and hence, permits the 
conversion of principal components into factors, as discussed 
below. Next, an m x m (36x36) matrix of variances and 
covariances is computed from the standardized data set. This 
17 
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m x m matrix is referred to is the [R] c6rrelation coefficient 
matrix (hence the term R-mode factor analysis) and can be 
regarded as defining points lying on an m-dimensional ellipsoid 
(Davis, 1973). 
The eignevectors of the [R] matrix yield the principal axes 
of the ellipsoid, and the eignevalues represent the lengths of 
the axes (Figure 4) (Davis, 19.7_3). The number of eigenvectors 
computed is a function of the total variance that one wishes to 
account for. 
.. 
Linear transformations (p·_ro;j~c~ions) o:~ the data onto the 
<,: 
principal axes will create principal coiµponent scores (Davis, 
1973). However, these are not principal components in the true 
sense of Principle Components Analysis because of the way the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues were calculated (i.e. 
variance-covariance matrix is computed from standardized data). 
·The eigenvectors can then be transformed into factors, or factor· 
.axes, which are weighted proportionally to: the amount of the 
total variance they represent (Davis, 1973). 
The elements in the factor axis, which are the· coefficients 
that the eigenvector defines (i.e. the coefficient in eigenvector 
I which corresponds to variable A), are termed factor loadings 
[Ll •1 By multiplying the matrix of factor loadings by its 
1-8 
. 
• I 
-----0,~ .:. 
VARIABLE I 
Figure 4. Bivariate example of an ellipse defined by variance-
covariance matrix (vectors 1 and 2). Eigenvectors·of the 
variance-covariance matrix yield principal axis I and II. 
Eigenvalues represent the lengths of the axis (from Davis, 
1973). 
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transpose (i.e. (nxm)(nxm)=(mxm)) a factor score matrix '[SJ is·.-
computed: 
[L].[L]' = [S] 
(Da.vis, 1973). The smaller mxm matrix [S] i·s then inverted and 
~ultiplied by the factor loadings matrix to create a score 
coefficients matrix [B]: 
[L].[S]-l = [B] 
(n·avis, 1973). The score coefficients matrix is then used to 
~ompute the tru.e factor scores matrix by: 
[X] ~ .{_B] ·= .[F] 
(])~:vis·, 197 3) . 
Complicati_ons arise, however, when an R-mode fa.:c't,o:r analysis 
is -applied to grain shape analysis because the factors, or more 
.C·o·r-:rect.l_y the factor axes, will not necessarily be the same for 
each of several sets of grains. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
different data sets will share the same factors or even the same 
number of factors to account for the same amounts of variance. 
Collins (1983) used a procedure suggested by Parks (1983a) 
which utilizes an R-mode factor analysis approach that causes the 
same factors to be used in all samples analyzed. This procedure 
calculates "estimated factor scores" that can be directly 
compared between samples. The score coefficients matrix is 
computed for one key reference sample to which the entire group 
20 
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of samples will be compared. This product matrix is-"· te·rmed the · 
• 
"Beta coefficient mrtrix" [B] (Parks, in preparation). The Beta 
matrix is then used as a constant in the matrix equation: 
A [X]. [B] = [F'] · 
A 
·for calculating the estimated factor scores [F] for all data 
:sets,, using [X] from each data set. 
To further enhance the meaning of the· factors, the factor 
axes can b.e rotated such that the proj~,ctions from each variable 
onto the axes are either near the center or th,e llf!a.r 9rigin. The 
factor rotation procedure used in this study· .was a ·varimax 
rotation, an iterative procedure that maximizes the variance of 
the loadings on the factors. For a more complete discussion of 
the methods and mathematical ·c1e_r.ivatio11s of factor analysis and 
Varimax rotation see Davis :(1973) and J;oreskog, et al. (1976). 
The Beta coefficient matrix [B] fn. this study was calculated 
by performing an R-mode factor analysis :(]?arks, 1970.) on a sample 
(radial data) obtained from the St. Peter sandstone. Factor 
analysis of this data produced six factors which accounted for 
90.1 percent of the total variance of the sample. 
The Beta coefficient matrix [B] (~ppendix 1)., based on the 
St. Peter sandstone results, was then used to calculate estimated 
.. 
factor scores for each sample. Consequently, it was necessary to 
find a visual means of comparing the factor scores that were 
,' 
' l 
' .. 
• : ·~ "t 
' 
i 
generated -for each sample. At this point, each sample was 
characterized by six factors (defined on the basi·s of the St. 
Peter sandstone), with each factor havins approximately 200 
scores. 
To make sample comparisons factor score plots were produced, 
whereby factor scores were plotted relative to factor axes for 
all possible pairs of factors. This procedure proved to be 
:ineffective, however, due to the numerous plots that were 
_gene-rated- and because the overlap of sets of estimated factor 
s::c:o:re·s was gre·at, even :f_or samples with vastly different s.hape 
:characteristics. 
Collins ( 1983) f·ound that -me·aning_ful comparisotts· between 
s.;-amples could be demonstrate·d :.by· comparing. :plots of the mean 
estimated factor scores vs. each factor for each sample. For the 
purposes of this study, all the sets of mean estimated factor 
scores for each factor were normalized to the St. Peter reference 
sample such that the mean estimated factor·scores for the St. 
Peter sample were zero, and all other samples were shown as 
deviations from this zero line (Figure 5). 
I The mean estimated factor scores for each sample can be· 
:treated statistically for a mathematical comparison between 
samples. Collins (1983) demonstrated that Hotelling's T Squared 
and Mahalanobis' D Squared tests, which can be transformed into 
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Figure 5. Mean estimated score plot of the normalized St. Peter 
Reference sample. All other s·amples ar·e shown as deviations 
from this zero line. 
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an F statistic, can be used to t·est the equality of group means 
of several variables between two groups (Morrison, 1967). These 
statistics were computed with the assistance of the BMDP 
Statistical Software Package, program P3D (Dixon, 1981). 
In performing the test, Ho: there is no difference between 
samples, only· in extreme cases was the critical F value of 2.12 
exceeded. Meanwhile, in some cases where the F value was not 
exceeded it was obvious from the visual comparisons of the plots 
of mean estimated factor scores vs. each factor that there were 
real differences between these samples. This comparison suggests 
that a "type 2 error" was occurring. Further investigation of 
the BMDP Statistical Software Package revealed the calculation of 
' 
"P Values" which are a measure of the similarity between two 
groups. P values range from 0.00, no similarity, to 1.00, 
complete similarity. Both F and P values were used in this study 
to augment visual similarities and differences between factor -~ 
score plots. 
All samples analyzed in this study were first compared 
visually with one another by plotting the mean estimated factor 
score diagrams on transparent paper so that similar samples or 
sets of samples could be obtained by overlaying. Subsequently, 
visual similarities between pairs of samples were confirmed 
statistically using Hotelling's T Squared and Mahalanobis' D 
24 
Squared tests. The results of the F tests and P Value 
determinations are given in Appendix 3. As statistical 
comparisons of the six factors could only be made between two 
samples at any one time, it was not practical (i.e. computer 
processing time and costs) to compare each sample that was 
analyzed for this study with every other. However, for certain 
key groups (Jenny Lake beach sand, Snake River sand bar, Snake 
River sand and terrace) of samples this was advantageous, and in 
these cases statistical data are in matrix form in Appendix 4. 
RESULTS 
Till 
As till is much more easily eroded than indurated rock, it 
is the immediate source of sediments in Jackson Hole. To 
determine how variable this "source" of sediments is, the shapes 
of till sand grains from the Teton Range were compared. The mean 
estimated score plot for the samples collected from the Jenny 
Lake Moraine is diagrammed in Figure 6. Bradley Lake, Leigh Lake 
and Taggart Lake Tills are compared in Figure 7. It appears from 
these mean score plots that there are a wide range of grain shape 
types in these tills. 
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Stream 
Stream erosion is the primary means by which material is 
carried out of the mountain ranges. To study sediment shape 
characteristics along a stream draining a homogeneous glaciated_ 
terrain, sediment samp·les were collected along the length of the 
stream bed in Cascade Canyon. The mean estimated score plots for 
these samples are presented in Figures·a and 9. These figures 
~ 
show marked differences in the shapes of many of the Cascade 
Canyon samples. Some mixing of different shape types may be due 
:to a smaller tributary which drains from the base of a small 
glacier and enters Cascade Canyon between sample points CAS-07 
and CAS-08. The diff:erenc.es between samples CAS-07 and CAS-08 
ar·e quite pronounced, however, sample CAS-07 is very similar to 
CAS-12 (Figure 10) which was collected several miles upstream. 
Lake Beach 
A :significant volume of· sed:kiilents has accumulated on the 
beaches surrounding the ·Teton Lakes. The mean estimated score 
plot for samples collected from t·he periphery of Jenny Lake is 
presented in Figure 11. The first four factors appear very 
similar· for all four of these samples while factors 5 and 6 can 
be quite different. Pairwise comparisons of the mean score plots 
from this group indicate that Jenny Lake samples 05vs09, 06vs09, 
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05.vs07, 07vs09 are quite similar and t·hat s·amples 05vs06 and 
07vs06 are not quite as similar. These ~elationships are also 
shown by pairwise statistical comparisons of the samples (see 
Jenny Lake Matrix of Statistics, Appendix 4). 
Jenny Lake Beach sediments were compared with beach 
sediments from neighboring Bradley, Leigh, and Taggart Lakes 
(Figures 12 and 13). Based upon comparison of mean estimated 
score plots, very similar shape characteristics were found 
between samples -JES-05 and LLS-01. A slight similarity was found 
between JES-07 and LLS-01. No a.lose similarities were found 
between o_tll.~-~ $~rilple pairs. 
Ri'iver 
. - ., . ,. . 
River t:r.a.~sport. ·:is the ultimate mechanism for transporting 
sediments out of Jackson Hole~ Hence, it is expected that the 
Snake River contains a flme:ltf-~:8 J>o·t.'·' -0·£. sediment types from 
.different provenances and transport his·tories. Shape 
characteristics :Of sediments deposited at several locations in 
sand bars and along the banks of the Snake River were compared • 
. . Major sampling was conducted at a large sand bar at location 
SN-12 (Figure 14). The mean estimated factor scores for these 
. 
samples are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17. The samples 
collected from ·~e downstream end of the bar (E, F, G) have very 
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·similar shape signatures (Figure 15). Samples collected from th·e 
upstream end of· the bar (B, C) are also very similar to each 
other (Figure 16). However, when comparisons are made between 
samples at the two opposite ends (E,F,G, vs B,C), samples C vs F 
and C vs G are s::L.milar · while other pairwise comparisons show only 
slight or v,ery sl.igh-t similarities. Sample D (from the middle of 
the bar) resemble·s very much Sample E and somewhat less Sample" B 
while it is quite different from the oth·e.r samples at this 
l·oca_:ti.on.. Sample A, collected from the riverbank opposite the 
.downstre:am end of the bar, does not resemble any of the other 
s··amp.les in this group; while Samp·le H, collected 200 feet further 
.downstream on the bank, is very similar to samples B, C, and F. 
A summary of .sample pair·s which closely resembles each other are·: 
:BC, B:F, 'BG, Bll, CE, CF' CG; CH, DE, EF' EG, FG, FH, and GH. 
'The-s:~- rel~ttonships are ,also shown by pairwise statistical 
PJ)l:llp;ar:i.-.so~s, q·f ·t·he, sam.v.l,es (see Snake River Sand Bar matrix of 
s·t,·at·istics, Appendix 4),~ 
At sample location SN-02 there was 110 r~a.d·:i1~y accessible 
sand bar so sediment: samples were collected ·next to the riverbank 
in six inches of water (SN-02A), in four feet of water (SN-02B) 
and from a nea·rby relict glacial terrace (SN-02C). The mean 
estimated s.c .. o-.i:-e _plot of these samples (Figure 18) indicates that 
samples A and Bare similar but that sample C is much different. 
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Figure 18. Mean estimated score. plot com·paring Snake River sand 
samples collected from six inches below the water line (SN-02A), 
from four feet below the water line (SN-02B) and from a nearby 
glacial terrace (SN-02C). 
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Figure 19. Mean estimated score plot comparing Snake River sand 
samples from the south and south-central part of Jackson Hole. 
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samples £ram the northern part of Jackson Hole. 
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Figure 21. Mean estimated score plot comparing sand samples 
collected from different locations on the Snake River. 
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Figure 22. Mean estimated score plot comparing sand samples 
collected from different locations on the Snake River. 
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Figure 24. Mean estimated score plot comparing samples collected 
from a sand bar on the Gros Ventre River. 
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Figure 26. Mean estimated score plot comparing Buffalo Fork and 
Snake River sand samples. · 
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Snake River samples collected in the south and south-central 
part of Jackson Hole (SN-16, SN-18) are shown to be quite similar 
to each other (Figure 19) as are samples collected from the 
northern part of Jackson Hole (SN-05, SN-07; Figure 20). Some 
similarit,ies are seen between samples collected at much different 
locations on the Snake River (example: :sN-05, SN-12H; Figure 21 
arid SN-07, SN-12·H; Figure 22). 
A sand bar from the Gros Ventre River, a tributary of the 
Snake River, was sampled (Figure 23). The mean estimated score 
plots from these samples (Figure 24) indicate that samples 
GRV-03A and GRV-03B are similar while sample GRV-03C is 
different. Sample A was collected from a deposit left at a 
higher water level, sample B was taken at the water level in an 
area of strong to moderate current and sample C was collected at 
the upstream end of the bar in an area where there was a very 
slight current. Sample GRV-03C is quite similar to sample SN-18 
which was collected downstream of the junction of the Snake and 
Gros Ventre Rivers (Figure 25). 
A sample obtained from the Buffalo Fork River, a northeast 
tributary of the Snake River, was compared with samples from the 
Snake River and was found to be similar to samples SN-05 and 
SN-07 (Figure 26). However, these Snake River samples were 
collected both downstream and upstream of the Buffalo Fork/Snake 
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Figure 28. Mean estimated score plot comparing adjacent Bradley 
Lake till (BLT-01) and sand (BLS-01) samples. 
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Figure 29. Mean estimated score plot comparing adjacent Jenny 
Lake sand (JES-OS) and till (JLT-05) samples. 
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Figure 30. Mean estimated score plot comparing adjacent Jenny 
Lake sand (JES-07) and till (JLT-07) samples. 
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Lake sand {JES-09) and till (JLT-09) samples. 
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Figure 32. Mean estimated score plot comparing Jackson Lake 
sand (JAS-05) and till (JAT-OS){JAT-06) samples. 
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Figure 33. Mean estimated score plot comparing adjacent Leigh 
Lake sand (LLS-01) and till (LLT-01) samples. 
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Figure 34. Mean estimated score plot comparing Jenny Lake sand 
(JES-07) and till (JLT-09) samples. 
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Figure 35. Mean estimated score plot comparing Cascade Canyon 
stream (CAS-08) and Jenny Lake till (JLT-07) samples. 
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Figure 37. Mean estimated score plot comparing Cascade Canyon 
stream (CAS-05) and Jenny Lake beach sand (JES-06, JES-09) 
samples. 
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River junction. A strong similarity was also found between the 
Buffalo Fork sample and the Snake River glacial terrace sample 
(BUF~Ol, SN-02C; Figure 27). These relationships are also 
demonstrated by pairwise statistical comparisons of the samples 
(see Snake River-Bu~falo Fork matrix of statistics, Appendix 4). 
Comparison Between Depositional Environments 
Several sediment samples from different depositional 
environments were collected adjacent to, or within a relativ·e.1-y 
short distance of one. another. Adjacent till and ·be·ach samples: 1 · i 
:w~-+~ collected ftom the periphery of Bradley, Jenny, Jackson, an:d .. 
:L~ig·h: Lakes. .These samples are compared in Figures 28-33. Va_gue 
=sim:ila·rities are found betwe·en samples collected at location os: 
_on= Jenny· Lak·e- and at -location 01 on Bradley Lake. One 
:n:o..n-.-adjacertt pair of samples (JES-07, JLT--09; Figur~ 34) was' alS,o 
f:·ound: :to ·be quite simiar. 
.. Stream erosion of tills in Cascad·e Canyon and subsequent 
:·deposition of· sand downstream o.r: in jenny Lake may change the 
shape characteristics of the- sand. through sel_e.ctive sorting 
processes during transport. S·ome Cascade C_any911 samples are very 
s·imilar to Jenny Lake tills (ex., CAS-08, JLT-07; Figure 35). 
Some beach and s.t .. ream samples are quite similar (JES-05, JES-07, 
CAS-07; Figure :36 and CAS-05, JES-06, JES-09; Figure 37) as are 
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Figure 38. Mean estimated score plot comparing Cascade Canyon 
stream (CAS-12), Jenny Lake till (JLT-09) and Jenny Lake 
beach sand (JES-05, JES-07) samples. 
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Figure 39. Mean estimated score plot comparing Cascade Canyon 
stream (CAS-07) and Leigh Lake beach sand (LLS-01) samples. 
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Figure 40. Mean estimated score .plot comparing Jenny Lake 
beach sand (~ES-05) and Snake River bar sand (SN-12B) samples. 
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Figure 41. Mean estimated score plot comparing Jenny Lake beach 
sand (JES-05, JES-07) and Snake River bar sand (SN-12G) samples. 
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Figure 42. Mean estimated score plot comparing Jackson Lake 
beach sand (JAS-02) and Snake River sand (SN-OS). 
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Figure 43. Mean estimated score plot comparing Jackson Lake 
. beach sand (JAS-92) and Snake Rive'r sand '(SN-07) samples. 
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some stream, beach and till samples (JES-05, JES-07, JLT-09, 
CAS-12; Figure 38). Similarities are also found between Cascade 
Canyon samples and samples from neighboring Teton lakes which are 
not connected to the Cascade Canyon drainage system (CAS-07, 
LLS-01; Figure 39). 
Sample comparisons made between sediments collected 
throughout the Jackson Hole drainage system yield some 
similarities. These include: JES-05 and SN-12B (Figure 40); 
0 
JES-05, JES-07 and SN-12G (Figure 41); JAS-02 and SN-05 (Figure 
42); JAS-02 and SN-07 (Figure 43). 
DISCUSSION 
The broad range of shape types observed among the samples 
from till deposits is not unexpected, as there are a number of 
different processes by which a glacier can erode, transport and 
I 
deposit sediments in several moraines. As these till deposits 
are the immediate source of most of the other sediments in the 
Jackson Hole area, there should be some relationship between 
shape types in the tills and those in other sediment deposits. 
Some relationships between the shapes of till and Cascade 
Canyon stream samples are evident (Figures 34 and 37). Stream 
.sediments are reworked and transported for varying amounts of 
time and are probably hydrodynamically sorted (on the basis of 
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shape, size and density) before deposition. The ·fluvial sorting 
processes may cause the broad range of till shape ~ypes to be 
separated into a fewer number of shape categories. More detailed 
sampling of stream sediments may more clearly define these 
categor~es. The effects of transport and abrasion on shape will 
aJ.so have ·$Q~e iJ11pact on shape charac~~J;istics ~ The degree to 
which this: -pr_qcess influences shape may be difficult to quantify 
because of: ·th~ t_ime factor involved. 
Sands on the beaches of glaci~l lakes are most likely 
\ 
·derived by a dire.c<t reworking of adjacent till deposits. 
Beach/wave proc.esses would' rework the tills, perhaps selectively 
··transporting away certain shape fractions, so that what remains 
on the beach w·ould only be a portion of the range of shape types. 
present· in the . tills.. Given suf f.icient time, abrasion in the 
beach environment c.ou:l.d modify the shape types present. The 
b:e:ach ap.d wave.· p_roc.es:se·s .may be sufficient to explain the shape 
s-imilarit·ies· be:.twe·en. ·adj·acen:t moraine and beach sediment samples • 
.. 'Ihe· d.i.f·.fe·t.ences are more difficult to explain and might require a 
cl,o·s.~·Iy spaced sampling around individual lakes • 
. Sa.nds deposited on the banks and bars of the Snake River 
·h.~v·ca .a wide variety of provenancial and depositional histories. 
It is not unexpected then, that a wide variety of shape types is 
observed. There is a strong indication (Figures 14-17) that 
1-0· 
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selective shape sorting of sediments is occurring across sand 
bars. More closely spaced sampling and a detailed analysis of 
fluvial action at va.rious points across a sand bar may help to 
explain the shape-sandbar location relationship. 
' Similar shape signatures are sometimes observed between 
'-I 
samples from different depositional environments within a fluvial 
sys·t .. em {:e.g. Jenny LakE!.· beach sand a·nd Snake River sand, Figures 
3',9 an·d 40; Jacks·on -Lake. beach sand and Snake River sand, Figures 
.. 
·41 ·and .42:),. ·This s:imilarity may indicate that certain sha·pe·s can 
:b .. e. t.ranspot.ted w'i:tbout changing greatly, that similar shapes are 
.deposited in d·ifferent environments, or that wfd-ely separated 
local sources may have aspects in connnon that .a"te not immed·iately 
.. apparent. 
Classi:f°icat.i-o.t1 (j:f: the various complex s'hB:pe types into a 
... . 
:lJ.mi·~~ci :.nµmber o·f br..-~1ad -shape categories may help in defining 
s:hape relationships. .T'he dJ~fficulty in utilizing this concept 
lie.s. _in classifying the shapes into part.icular groups. The range 
o:f ·$·hapes is broad, without a fine line of distinction between 
any arbitrarily chosen shape group. Problems are encountered, 
for example, when sample A is similar to sample Band sample Bis 
similar to sample C, but, sample C is not very similar to sample 
A. Placing samples A and C into different groups may mask a 
sequence or progression from one shape type to another. 
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As more detailed sampling and analyses are ·conducted, 
perhaps certain groups or ·progression of groups of shape types 
can be identified which will define distinct shape types or a 
sequence of shape types. Modifications are currently being made 
to the shape analysis method which will enhance shape 
'v 
characteristic definition. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Quantitative grain shape analysis, used in conjunction with 
conventional sediment analysis techniques, can be useful in the 
interpretation of sediment transport histories and depositional 
processes. For this limited suite of fine-grained quartz sand 
samples from Jackson Hole, Wyoming, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 
1. Hydrodynamic shape sorting seems to play a major role 
in producing local variations in shape that may 
overshadow the expected relationships of similar shapes 
from similar sources and different shapes from 
different sources and/or transport histories; 
2. Tills contain a wide variety of particle shape types 
within a specific narrow size fraction (as well as a 
large variety of sediment sizes); 
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3. 
' 4 .• 
Beach sands from a single glacial lake have quite 
similar shape profiles; 
') 
Comparisons of beach sands between several glacial 
lakes show less similarity than within a single lake; 1· 
.5. Comparison of beach: sands and the adjacent morainal 
' 
sands from which they were probably derived show 
,va~;i..~b1e degrees of similarity, perhaps due to the 
·~mqupt of time (unknown) that beach and wave processe.s 
havt?· acted on the glacial sediments; 
6. Moun:t.a,in ~tream sediments exhibit considerable shape 
va:·r:iation, with individual stream samples matching some 
-
ne·a.t·b.y till samples and nearby beach samples quite 
.7 •. ---S.atrds: from .the Snake River exhibit· a range of shape· 
' . \ 
t.y.pes. compa.rabl.e:, ·in individual cases with specific 
b·ea·ch and :t:ill sand samples; in some cases implying 
soutc.±Iig· ·from the same parent till types • 
I 
• 
I 
···''· 
.. 
·; 
.. 
f. 
.. 
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APPENDIX I. BETA COEFFICIENTS 
1 .03173050 .03047075 .15701033 .07444397 .22122961 .16239471 
2 .04117122 -.01948606 .07710545 .07262618 .21204076 .00233370 
3 .04439424 -.02501306 -.00408818 .07581534 .18503846 -.08470799 " 
4 .04545333 -.01272447 -.07344671 .08273317 .12348364 -.10846043 
r 
5 .04469773 -.00249592 -.11623613 .07897004 .04773633 -.08561346 
6 .04447477 .00213368 -.11472039 .07832485 -.05938109 -.03779996 
7 .04373639 .00247178 -.05428734 .06692201 -.20891770 .04535092 
8 .03898517 -.00009961 .05226031 .00290769 -.31958905 .06159535 
9 .02458620 .00982854 .18754317 -.12497891 -.31161156 -.00701152 
10 -.00311520 .03392245 .247094;J7 -.24703340 -.10875595 -.12104705 
11 -.02916596 .04376282 .13869872 -.23192161 .13896479 -.13551041 
12 -.04036597 .03372787 .03098740 -.15027946 . 2·1187154 -.04629338 
...... 13 -.04463864 .01410443 - . 035.65939 -.08600850 .17876720 .02373769 
\0 14 -.04583319 -.00035642 -.07513102 -.01906740 .11450629 .06525253 
15 -.04619352 -.00849181· -.08709968. .03109390 .03271484 .09548591 
16 -.04631889. -.01463797 -.06378298 .07854349 -.02341225 .11578570 
17 -.04452240 -.01166978 -.00820387 .14213193 -.07246920 .14119705 
18 -.03689878 -.00142033 .09461483 .25424670 -.06124369 .10312703 
19 -.01750678 .03165813 .17491290 .32845430 -.01418604 -.07997772 
20 .01352433 .10731949 .13140911 .23731217 .02739395 -.29525063 
21 .03103373 .13066605 .01586686 .05307591 .04942227 -.23856666 
22 .03833325 .11844580 -.04390714 -.02370359 .03436161 -.13618q76 
23 .04332648 .08761074 -.06569261 -.07394458 .02383959 -.03207758 
- 24 .04651664 . 04892045" -.05734147 -.07402361 .01170684 .06688865 
25 .04711827 -.00568588 -.03270855 -.04271263 .02945069 .16776103 
26 .04217390 -.06778381 .02883805 -.02749920 .03436781 .. 21980630 
27 .02545074 -.14542181 .09214009 .01577121 .04342262 .14182901 
28 -:00154049 -.17558343 .12699515 .03850040 .05659175 -.00613495 
29 -.02961539 -.13661886 .07916508 .02283359 .03180959 -.13428931 
30 -.04331745 -.07096126 .00494589 .01567997 -.01911174 -.18350483 
f 
CX) 
0 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35. 
36 
-.04754670 
-.04693182 
-.04323283 
-.03631479 
-.02183502 
.00431899 
-.00713843 
.04441882 
.09113625 
.12796722 
.15872903 
.13462155 
APPENDIX I (cont.) 
-.03781328 .03375089 -.05209549 -.16339975 
-.05189286 .03264922 -.07336645 -.08572061 
-.05415287 .01904265 -.07606683 .01094896 ;; 
-.02980553 -. 0051242 7 -.05594553 .11736541 !' 
.04789924 ~01855410 -.00135205 .23589729 
.15702290 .04579183 .13087747 .30668367 
:: 
APPENDIX 2. Within Sample Statistics 
SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
St. Peter 1 .000 1.000 
Reference ·2 .000 1.000 
3 .000 1.000 
4 · .000 1.000 
•, 5 .000 1.000 
6 .000 1.000 
Bradley Lake 1 -.102 1.582 
Beach Sand -01 2 -.173 1.320 
3 .047 1.916 
4 .225 1.827 
5 -.097 2.024 
6 -.013 1.437 
Bradley Lake 1 -.006 1.866 
Till -01 2 -.026 1.065 
3 -.041 2.231 
4 .315 1.432 
5 .029 1.787 
6 -.018 1.427 
Buffalo Fork 1 -.048 1.404 
River Sand -01 2 -.049 1.204 
3 -.089 1.892 •. -- ··1. 
4 .301 1.644 
5 .022 1.674 
6 .040 1.189 
Cascade Canyon· 1 -.069 1.554 
Stream Sand -03 2 .048 1.499 
3 .001 1.785 
4 .189 1.736 
5 .087 1.765 
6 -.183 1.970 
Cascade Canyon 1 -.255 1.646 
Stream Sand -05 2 .085 1.522 
3 -.136 2.295 
4 .022 1.355 
5 -.135 1.740 
6 -.089 1.719 
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APPENDIX 2 (cont.) 
SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Cascade Canyon 1 -.105 1.619 
Stream Sand -07 2 -.021 1.287 
3 -.144 2.039 
4 .071 
. 1.445 
5 .063 1.818 
6 .103 1.650 
Cascade Canyon 1 -.071 1.411 
Stream Sand -08 2 .056 1.236 
3 .161 2.210 
4 .176 1.467 
5 -.062 1.756 
6 -.033 1.588 
Cascade Canyon 1 .007 1.648 
Stream Sand -09 2 -.036 1.492 
3 .284 1.786 
4 .200 1.623 
5 .236 2.627 
6 -.003 1.374 
Cascade Canyon 1 -.060 1.414 
Stream Sand -09A 2 .021 1.229 
3 -.182 1.878 
4 .321 1.397 
5 .179 1.551 
6 .127 1.387 
Cascade Canyon 1 .033 2.004 
Stream Sand -12 2 -.057 1.296 
3 -.211 2.246 
4 .103 1.784 
5 .115 2.024 
6 .105 1.480 
Gros Ventre 1 -.038 1.458 
River Sand -03A 2 -.158 1.126 
3 -.102 1.571 
4 .142 1.014 
5 .047 1.427 
6 -.113 0.893 
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,, 
SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Gros Ventre 1 -.126 1.426 
River Sand -03B 2 -.134 1.211 
3 .008 1.694 
4 .160 1.150 
5 -.035 1.527 
6 .004 1.008 
Gros Ventre 1 .079 1.206 
River Sand -03C 2 .011 1.219 
3 -.169 1.398 
4 .145 1.439 
5 .122 1.504 
6 -.048 1.120 
Jackson Lake 1 .020 1.377 
Beach Sand -02 2 -.087 1~158 
3 -.102 1.120 
4 .210 1.205 
5 -.153 1.731 
6 .062 0.899 
Jackson Lake 1 -.005 1.362 
Beach Sand -05 2 .086 0.877 
3 -.031 1.489 
4 -.067 0.859 
5 -.056 1.171 
6 .078 0.996 
Jackson Lake 1 .017 1.162 
Till -05 2 .035 1.003 
3 -.040 1.586 
4 .119 1.106 
5 .192 1.213 
6 .130 1.239 
Jackson Lake 1 .043 1.243 
Till -06 2 .010 1.257 
3 -.058 1.605 
4 · .124 1.424 
5 .025 1.820 
6 .010 1.361 
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SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Jenny Lake 1 -.093 1.373 
Be·ach Sand -05 2 .009 1.246 
3 -.150 1.658 
o: 4 .088 1.214 
5 .057 1.605 
6 .021 1.455 
Jenny Lake 1 -.117 1.292 
Beach Sand -06 2 .063 1.405 
3 -.075 1.785 
4 .067 1.763 
5 -.263 1.560 
6 -.090 1.~28 
Jenny Lake ,1 -.038 1.592 
Beach Sand -07 2 .045 1.347 
3 -.132 1.786 
4 .119 1.336 
5 .036 1. 882" 
6 .171 1.191 
Jenny Lake 1 -.134 1.336 
Beach Sand -09 2 .106 1.066 
3 -.130 2.747 
4 .031 1.462 
5 -.139 1.864 
6 .005 1.535 
Jenny Lake 1 .046 1.691 
Till -05 2 -.087 1.222 
3 -.019 2 .• 038. 
4 -.001 1.359 
5 .038 1.691 
6 -.002 1.554 
Jenny Lake 1 -.245 1.533 
Till -07 2 .060 1.007 
3 .196 1.635 
4 .193 1.661 ... 
5 • 043 · 1.439 
6 -.045 1.444 
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SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Jenny Lake 1 .080 1.480 
Till -09 2 .034 1.340 
3 -.079 1.642 
4 .159 1.471 
5 .079 1.898 
6 .164 1.210 
Leigh Lake 1 -.111 1.493 
Beach Sand -01 2 -.063 1.193 
3 -.102 1.928 
4 .060 1.599 
5 .110 1.711 
6 .056 1.196 
Leigh Lake 1 -.050 1.643 
Beach Sand -03 2 .008 1.265 
3 -.001 1.901 
4 .048 1.602 
5 -.068 1.563 
6 .199 1.488 
Leigh Lake l· -.036 1.316 
Till -01 2 -.076 1.093 
3 -.311 1.608 
4 -.168 1.284 
5 
·" 
-· 
.074 1-.292 
6 .117 0.972 
Snake River 1 .• 078 1.548 
Sand -01 2 -.113 1.355 
3 -.048 2.042 
4 ·.102 1.284 
5 ·. 049 1.355 
6 .083 1.472 
Snake River 1 .143 1.297 
Sand -02A 2 -.059 0.905 
3 -.106 1.358 
4 .093 1.431 
5 .069 1.320 
6 .058 1.006 . 
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SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Snake River 1 .035 1.385 ~ . .... . "'.,.' ... 
Sand -02B 2 -.085 1.018 
3 · - .124 1.858 
4 .040 1.344 
5 -.104 1·.3·01 
6 .100 1.427 
Snake River 1 .013 1.012 
Terrace -02C 2 -.126 0.958 
3 -.007 1.255 
4 .290 1.302 
5 .100 1.210 
6 -.033 1.109 
Snake River 1 .022 1.062 
Sand -05 2 -.137 1.079 
3 -.055 1.558 
4 .224 1.153 
5 -.010 1.399 
6 .101 1.292 
Snake River 1 . 069. 1.533 
Sand -07 2 -.027 1.026 
t3 -.106 1.839 
4 · .208 1.324 
5 .038 1.678 
6 .041 1.410 
Snake River 1 .067 1.402 
Sand -08 2 -.033 1.036 
3 -.387 1.880 
4 .102 1.440 
5 -.006 1.471 
6 .126 1. 268 · 
Snake River 1 .023 1.545 
Sand -09 2 .026 1.105 
3 -.044 1.522 
4 -.065 ·1.243 
5 .008 1.386 
6 .050 1.310 
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Appendix 2 (cont.) 
SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIAN~ 
Snake River 1 .109 1.707 
Sand -11 2 -.112 . 1. 007 
3 -.117 1.879 
4 -.066 1.301 
5 .075 1.535 
6 .099 1.246 
Snake River 1 .036 1.515 
Sand -12A 2 .092 1.171 
3 -.032 1.721 
4 .101 1.487 
5 -.099 1.872 
6 .113 1. 781 
Snake River 1 -.043 1.357 
Sand -12B 2 .012 1.116 
3 -.126 1.586 
4 .103 1.421 
5 -.033 1.458 
6 -.026 1.812 
·~-1' 
Snake River 1 -.022 1.188 
Sand -12C 2 -.024 1.096 
3 -.183 1.450 
4 .161 1.315 
5 -.057 1.333 
6 -.001 1.200 
Snake River 1 -.047 1.316 
Sand -12D 2 -.105 1.197 
3 -.057 1.857 
4 .169 1.173 
5 .063 1.506 
6 .181 1.233 
Snake River 1 .035 1.328 
Sand -12E 2 -.048 1.017 
3 -.099 1.796 
4 .092 1.096 
5 .068 1.140 
6 .154 1.082 
,. 
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•J 
SAMPLE FACTOR MEAN VARIANCE 
Snake River 1 .007 1.489 
Sand -12F 2 -.016 1.213 
3 -.055 1.797 
·4 .066 1.233 
5 .044 ·1. 325 . 
6 .002· 1.180 
Snake River 1 .055 1.594 
Sand -12G 2 -.026 1.131 
3 -.134 1. 771 
4 .056 1.396 
5 .092 1.661 V b 
6 .039 1.295 
Snake ·River 1 -.078 1.590 
Sand -12·H 2 -.029 1.220 
3 -.001 2.115 
4 .225 1.854 
f 
5 .014 1.510 
6 -.042 1.094 
Snake River 1 .157 1.540 
Sand -16 2 .079 1.288 
3 -.042 1.775 
4 .135 1.529 
5 .180 1.818 
6 .085 1.311 
Snake River 1 .084 1.104 
Sand -18 2 .056 1.100 
3 -.102 1.633 
4 .037 1.238 
5 .121 1.279 
6 -.009 1.120 
Taggart Lake 1 ,/ -.245 1.639 
Beach Sand -01 2 -.016 1.218 
3 -.018 1.405 
4 .331 1.587 
5 .002 1.442 
6 -.124 1.460 
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SAMPLE FACTOR · MEAN VARIANCE 
Taggart Lake 1 -.093 1.622 
Till -03 2 -.182 1.088 
3 -.275 1.794 
4 .123 1.643 
5 -.103 1.294 
6 -.004 1.569 
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APPENDIX 3. BETWEEN SAMPLE STATISTICS 
SAMPLE 1 SAMPLE 2 F VALUE P VALUE 
BLS-01 BLT-01 .8161 .5578 
BLS-01 LLS-03 1.0506 .3920 
BLS-01 LLT-01 2.5659 .0190 
BLS-01 SN-02C .6288 .7073 
BLT-01 LLS-03 1.3621 ~2270 
BLT-01 LLT-01 3.7207 .0013 
BLT-01 SN-02C .3950 .8822 
BUF-01 SN-05 .2138 .9724 
BUF-01 SN-07 .6179 .7161 
BUF-01 SN-12H .4638 .8351 
CAS-05 JES-05 .6998 .6499 
CAS-05 JES-07 1.5881 .1494 
CAS-05 JES-09 .3445 .9129 
CAS-05 LLS-01 1.1477 .3340 
CAS-05 TLS-01 1.4327 .2009 
CAS-07 CAS-05 .9301 .4731 
CAS-07 JES-05 .0876 .9975 
CAS-07 JES-07 .2700 .9508 
CAS-07 JES-09 .7033 .6471 
CAS-07 LLS-01 .0951 .9968 
CAS-07 TLS-01 1.2600 .2750 
CAS-08 BUF-01 1.3481 .2350 
CAS-08 CAS-12 1.3607 .2298 
CAS-08 JAS-02 .8821 .5080 
CAS-08 JES-05 .9704 .4452 
CAS-08 JES-07 1.2249 .2947 
CAS-08 JES-09 .7642 .5985 
CAS-08 SN-12G 1.0741 .3775 
CAS-08 SN-12H .4134 .8700 
CAS-12 JES-05 .2546 .9573 
CAS-12 JES-07 .3194 .9268 
CAS-12 JES-09 1.0731 ."3 781 
·GRV-03B GRV-03A .5428 .7756 
GRV-03B GRV-03C 1.3088 .2521 
GRV-03C GRV-03A .9127 .4856 
JAS-02 BUF-01 .7455 .6133 
JAS-02 SN-12G 1.0207 .4112 
JAS-02 SN-12H .7362 .6207 
JAS-02 JAS-05 1. 5884 .1490 
. 
JAS.(02 SN-05 .4151 .8690 
JAS-02 SN-07 . .3831 .8898 
JAS-05 SN-05 2.3119 .0332 
JAS-05 SN-07 . 1.6311 .1371 
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APPENDIX 3 (cont.) 
SAMPLE 1 SAMPLE 2 F VALUE P VALUE 
JES-05 JES-06 1.2121 .2991 
-
JES-05 JES-07 .4126 .8706 
JES-05 JES-09 .5226 .7912 
JES-05 LLS-01 .1714 .9844 
JES-05 TLS-01 1.0085 .4193 
JES-05 SN-02A .7538 .6067 
JES-05 SN-12B ·.1625 .9864 
JES-05 SN-12G .2720 .9499 
JES-06 JES-07 1.9665 .0695 
JES-06 JES-09 .2983 .9357 
JES-07 BUF-01 .8660 .5199 
JES-07 LLS-01 .6594 .6825 
JES-07 TLS-01 1.6776 .1252 
JES-07 SN-02A .7515 .6086 
JES-07 SN-02B .7671 .5962 
JES-07 SN-12B .6043 .7269 
JES-07 SN-12G .5630 .7597 
JES-09 JES-05 .5226 .7912 
JES-09 JES-07 .7429 .6154 
JES-09 LLS-01 1.1070 .3575 
JES-09 TLS-01 1.5195 .1704 
JLT-05 CAS-08 .9497 · .4595 
JLT-05 CAS-12 .7311 .6249 
JLT-05 JES-05 .6185 .7155 
JLT-05 JES-07 1.2321 .2889 
JLT-05 JES-09 1.1702 .3215 
JLT-05 JLT-07 1.5416 .1634 
JLT-05 JLT-09 1.2865 .2624 
JLT-07 CAS-08 .5753 . 7500 
JLT-07 CAS-12 1.7480 .1089 
JLT-07 JES-05 1.3775 .2226 
JLT-07 JES-07 1.6845 .1211 
JLT-07 JES-09 1-. 2823 .2644 
JLT-07 JLT-09 1.8921 .0811 
JLT-09 CAS-08 1.0857 .3705 
JLT-09 CAS-12 .4719 .8292 
JLT-09 JES-05 .8421 .5380 
JLT-09 JES-09 1.2320 .2889 
LLS-01 BLS-01 .8681 .5184 
LLS-01 BLT-01 1.3799 .2215 
LLS-01 LLS-03 1.0069 .4203 
LLS-01 LLT-01 .9622 .4506 
LLS-01 SN-02C 1.1596 .3272 
LLS-01 TLS-01 1.2897 .2609 
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SAMPLE 1 
LLS-03 
LLS-03 
LLT-01 
SN-02A 
SN-02A 
SN-02A 
SN-02A 
SN-02A 
SN-02A 
SN-02B 
SN-02B 
SN-02B 
SN-02B 
SN-02B 
SN-02C 
SN-02C 
SN-02C 
SN-02C 
SN-05 
SN-05 
SN-07 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12A 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12B 
SN-12C 
SN-12C 
SN-12C 
SN-12C 
SN-12C 
SN-12D 
SN-12D 
SN-12D 
SN-12D 
APPENDIX 3 (cont.) 
SAMPLE 2 F VALUE 
LLT-01 1.9941 
SN-02C 2.1241 
SN-02C 3. 11~so 
BUF-01 1.0383 
SN-02B .5556 
SN-02C .8578 
SN-05 .5585 
SN-07 .2693 
SN-12H .6915 
BUF-01 1.2822 
SN-02C 1.9477 
SN-05. .7951 
SN-07 .8116 
SN-12H · 1.0270 
BUF-01 .3310 
SN-05 .4676 
SN-07 .6475 
SN-12H .3739 
SN-07 .3646 
SN-12H .5419 
SN-12H .3840 
SN-12B .7950 
SN-12C .7769 
SN-12D 1.7010 
SN-12E .9680 
SN-12F 1.0458 
SN-12G 1.1641 
SN-12H 1.2234 
SN-02A .6493 
SN-12C .1128 
SN-12D 1.2396 
SN-12E · . 6498 
SN-12F .2156 
SN-12G .3309 
SN-12H . 3547 · 
SN-12D 1.2229 
SN-12E .6213 
SN-12F .4770 
SN-12G .4777 
SN-12H .4869 
SN-12E .2681 
SN-12F .9063 
SN-12G .8100 
SN-12H 1.0140 
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P VALUE 
.0656 
.0497 
.0013 
. 
.3999 
.7656 
.5254 
.7633 
.9511 
.6567 
.2643 
.0721 
.5741 
.5613 
.4072 
.9205 
.8323-
.6922 
.8955 
.9011 
.7763 
.8892 
.5742 
.5884 
.1195 
.4466 
.3950 
.3247 
I 
.2932 I 
I .6907 
\ .9946 
J 
.2851 
.6903 
.9719 
.9206 
.9071 
.2936 
.7133 
.8255 
.8249 
.8181 
.9516 
.4902 
.5626 
.4157 
I ' 
• 
APPENDIX 3 (cont.) 
SAMPLE 1 SAMPLE 2 F VALUE P VALUE 
. SN-12E SN-12F .4569 .8400 
SN-12E SN-12G .2680 .9516 
SN-12E SN-12H .7071 
. 
.6441 
SN-12F SN-12G . 1008 .9963 
SN-12F SN-12H .3324 .9198 
SN-12G SN-02A .1725 .9841 
SN-12G BUF-01 .8855 .5054 
SN-12G SN-12H .5156 .7958 
SN-12H BUF-01 .4638 .8351 
SN-16 BUF-01 1.5483 .1612 
SN-16 GRV-03A 2.0233 .0616 
SN-16 GRV-03B 1.8441 .0895 
,.-- SN-16 GRV-03C .5864 .7412 
SN-16 JES-07 .7358 .6211 
SN-16 SN-02B 1.5727 .1537 
SN-16 SN-18 .5696 .7545 
SN-18 GRV-03A 1.1381 .3393 
SN-18 GRV-03B 1.3464 .2355 
SN-18 GRV-03C .1932 .9786 
' . 
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APPENDIX 4. SELECTED MATRICES OF BETWEEN SAMPLE STATISTICS 
Jenny Lake 
Beach Sand P VALUES 
05· 
06 
07 
05 
Snake River Sand Bar -12A-H 
A B C D 
A .5742 .5884 .1195 
B .9946 .2851 
C .2936 
D 
E 
F 
G 
Snake River Sand and Terrace 
06 
.2991 
07 
.8706 
.0695 
P VALUES 
E F 
.4466 .3950 
.6903 .9719 
.7133 .8255 
.9516 .4902 
.8400 
P VALUES 
BUF-01 SN-02A SN-02B SN-02C 
BUF-01 .3999 .2643 .9205 
SN-02A .7659 .5254 
SN-02B. .0721 
SN-02C 
SN-07 
94 
. 09 
.7912 
.9375 
.6154 
G 
.3247 
.9206 
.8249 
.5626 
.9516 
.9963 
SN-07 
.7161 
.9511 
.5613 
.6922 
. 
I· 
I . 
H 
.2932 
.9071 
.8181 
.4157 ;) 
.6441 
.9198 
.7958 
SN-05 
.9724 
.7633 
.5741 
.8323 
.9011 
'. 
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